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Letter from the Editors
Morgantown, West Virginia
June 2021
Welcome to the inaugural issue of the Journal of the Campus Read, a venue
for WVU students to contribute to campus and community-wide conversations
of our shared reading experiences. The Campus Read has been become a central
component of intellectual life on the WVU campuses, introducing new students
to the intellectual and creative life of the University, facilitating discussions
through public events and classroom conversations, and strengthening relationships between WVU and the surrounding community. In this issue, students
respond to The Girl Who Smiled Beads by Clemantine Wamariya and Elizabeth
Well, the Campus Read selection for the 2020-2021 academic year.
A university is not just a place for students to learn, but an environment
in which they are able to share their own knowledge and make original contributions to scholarly conversations. Through the Journal of the Campus Read,
we hope to expand these opportunities for student expression, and contribute
to the record of the intellectual climate of the University over the years. This
first issue features contributions from four students representing a diverse range
of areas of study, life experiences, and perspectives. In reading their work, we
hope that you will not only encounter new ways of thinking about The Girl Who
Smiled Beads, but also appreciate the impressive intellectual contributions of
WVU’s own.
The Journal of the Campus Read is a joint initiative of the WVU Humanities
Center and the WVU Libraries and was made possible by the generous donation
of time and e↵ort given by our reviewers who selected submissions to include
in the issue, and worked with authors to revise their work for final publication.
Our deep appreciation goes out to Andrea Soccorsi, Juliana Spradling, and
Rondalyn Whitney for their generosity, insights, and enthusiasm. We hope that
you will enjoy this issue as much as we have enjoyed creating it.
Sincerely,
Ian Harmon and Renée Nicholson, Editors
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These Stories are Yours, These Stories are not
Yours: On Wamariya’s Framework of Sharing
Andrea Rupp
Abstract
I have never totally found myself in stories of the mountains, nor are
stories of Philippine beaches familiar to me. There is no blueprint for
someone like me, a half-Filipina woman raised in rural West Virginia. Instead, I find my identity in pieces, in scraps of others’ lives that make
sense. When I read The Girl Who Smiled Beads—of Clemantine’s difficulty pinning down any place as “home,” of her strained relationship
with an older sister who would do anything it took to survive, of her own
difficulties understanding herself and her place in the world—I grappled
heavily with how, if anywhere felt like home, it was the ideas of this book.
I worried, in trying to understand myself, was I twisting the words and
messages of other marginalized people?
This preoccupation led me to join Clemantine Wamariya’s webinar on
building community during WVU’s Festival of Ideas. There, Wamariya
spoke of the gesture of sharing tea with strangers. Tea, like art, is both
universal and culturally specific. Its sameness draws us together, but each
blend exalts di↵erent ingredients, di↵erent preparation. There is no auteur
of tea; we build upon each other’s creations and honor the opportunities
they have made for us. In the same way, Wamariya asserted that “you
cannot be a storyteller alone.” Through The Girl Who Smiled Beads’s
complex narrative of her lived experience and the storytellers who shared
their language so that she might find her own, Wamariya invites us to
join the lineage of stories that exist in all time, all places, and all things.

On Wamariya’s Framework of Sharing
Clemantine Wamariya’s 2018 memoir, The Girl Who Smiled Beads: A Story of
War and What Comes After, arrives at a tumultuous time in global social justice
history. In 2020 alone, people worldwide have rallied to protest racist police brutality, Latinx and Islamic detention camps in America and China respectively,
rising sinophobia in the wake of COVID-19, and growing income inequality and
poverty while billionaires profit from a pandemic. As awareness of these issues
has grown since the turn of the millennium, so has interest in marginalized peoples’ narratives (Naghibi and O’Malley 224). In her deftly woven dual narratives
of Africa and America, Wamariya addresses issues of genocide, poverty, sexual
violence, dehumanization, trauma, and identity. The book became a New York
1

Times best seller, a Washington Post Notable Nonfiction Book of 2018, and was
lauded by reviewers from People, The Minneapolis Star Tribune, and Bustle as
“unforgettable,” “gripping,” and “utterly eye-opening” (“The Girl”).
However, as postcolonial literature researcher Graham Huggan notes in his
2002 publication The Postcolonial Exotic, western praise for global literature
does not necessarily reflect investment in anti-imperialism or social justice action (24). Rather, these stories are expected to conform to readers’ exotic,
savage images of other cultures while exalting the perceived enlightening, universalizing potential of western culture and art (Naghibi and O’Malley 226).
Significant cultural capital is a↵orded to works that pander to this view. For
instance, in Azar Nafisi’s best-selling Reading Lolita in Tehran, freedom reaches
young Iranian girls via their consumption of the Western “Great Works” (225).
In contrast, the cultural markers of Iran, such as the veil, are presented as signifiers of women’s oppression (225). This orientalism reinforces dominant Western
perceptions of Western culture as enlightened and freeing, and of Asian cultures
as repressive and “other” (225). Even more complex works exploring the undersides of both western and postcolonial global culture, such as Marjane Satrapi’s
graphic novel Persepolis, are misconstrued to uphold dominant cultural values
(226). Satrapi’s childhood love of Kim Wilde makes her like any child; her
near-arrest is seen as a plot device to drive that point home (236). The liberal humanist viewpoint assimilates all, “[transforming] the radically other into
the domesticated other in a way that consolidates the (Western) self” (226).
The author, their culture, and even their messages are overlooked in favor of
the works’ enjoyability or dominant relatability. Identification and narrative
empathy become self-serving rather than impetuses to altruism.
In its prologue, The Girl Who Smiled Beads anticipates this appropriation.
Wamariya shows she is no stranger to having her life served on a stage for
western consumption. (For practical purposes, Wamariya will henceforth be
referred to as “Clemantine” when referred to as a character within the memoir.) At age sixteen, Clemantine wins an Oprah Winfrey essay contest about
the contemporary relevance of Elie Wiesel’s Night (Wamariya and Weil 2). She
states in her essay, “Maybe if Rwandans had read Night, they wouldn’t have
decided to kill one another” (2). Like the other winners, she is brought onto
the show for recognition (4). But Clemantine has been summoned for more
than that praise: Oprah has found Clemantine’s family in Rwanda, and she has
had them flown to America for their first meeting in twelve years (6). At first
glance, their family reunion on The Oprah Winfrey Show is the quintessential
American feel-good story made possible by a generous celebrity (6). Just a few
hours later, though, her family returns to her sister Claire’s apartment, and it
is painfully awkward (7). Oprah’s grand, showy gesture does not heal twelve
years of separation and pain. Instead, Clemantine is left feeling like her life is
“some psychologist’s perverse experiment” (8). Coupled with the memoir’s epigraph from renowned intersectional feminist Audre Lord, “What are the words
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you do not yet have? What do you need to say?” the prologue cements Wamariya’s agency and refusal to be shoved into a comfortable, audience-centering
narrative (Lorde 41; Wamariya and Weil). Instead, Wamariya presents within
The Girl Who Smiled Beads an alternative to liberal humanism’s assimilationist
gaze: a dialectical approach to narrative identification and empathy rooted in
a framework of sharing.
During her early years in Illinois, a teenage Clemantine struggles to articulate
her experiences and bond with others. Years of living as a refugee taught her to
see kindness as conditional (Wamariya and Weil 64). Local do-gooders give her
gifts and treat her like “an egg, the poor fragile refugee girl,” and Clemantine’s
belief is that they do it to make themselves feel better (58). Her classmates
treat her like a curiosity, and she resents their unconscious entitlement to her
pain (106). And while Claire and other local members of the Rwandan diaspora
share Clemantine’s experiences, they prefer to suppress their traumatic past
(106). Confounded by a memory that feels like “fragments” and a silently
su↵ering community, Clemantine finds herself identifying more with a di↵erent
marginalized group: Holocaust survivors (94, 106).
In April of her third year in the United States, Clemantine reads Elie Wiesel’s
Holocaust memoir Night (Wamariya and Weil 95). Night comforts and thrills
her (95). Wiesel’s walk through the snow and frozen feet resemble her walk
through the heat and the bugs in her soles; his relationship with his father
matches Clemantine’s relationship with Claire (100–01). She declares, “Wiesel
was white, European, male, and Jewish. Wiesel was me” (95). Clemantine’s
total identification with Wiesel mirrors the liberal humanist tendency to center
ourselves in marginalized persons’ narratives. Such centering would be considered appropriative if Clemantine came from a dominant social group; as is,
it could still be considered a case of lateral appropriation. After experiencing
years of dehumanization, from being reduced to a unit number in Ngozi to being
expected to perform the role of a special “genocide princess” for American inspiration porn, Wamariya is fully cognizant of the erasure that stems from treating
marginalized experiences as consumable tools for self-reflection (43, 241). She
acknowledges that each life a↵ected by genocide—be it the Holocaust, Rwandan genocide, the Cambodian killing fields, or Bosnian ethnic cleansing—is a
“di↵erent, specific, personal tragedy,” unable to be contained within one word
or story (94–95). In a later chapter chronicling her college years, Clemantine
further acknowledges that while she has memorized every word of poet Maya
Angelou’s “Still I Rise,” “Angelou’s pain was not my pain. The slave story ...
was not my story. White America had not caused my wounds” (213). But as a
young Black female survivor of a very recent genocide, what existing narrative
reflects her story? For Clemantine and other multiply marginalized individuals,
the question remains: How does one reconcile the desire for representation and
self-understanding via art while respecting other oppressed creators’ experiences
and intent?
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For Clemantine, the answer is found in two very di↵erent sources: W.G. Sebald and her mother. When Clemantine takes a seminar on German writer
W.G. Sebald’s works at Yale, she develops the belief that “we all live in all
times and places at once” (Wamariya and Weil 222–24). In one of Sebald’s
books that Clemantine mentions by name, Austerlitz, the titular character discovers his memory of his parents not just through navel-gazing, but by finding physical evidence of their existence (Sebald). This emphasis on exogenous
memory is complemented by Sebald’s incorporation of anachronistic, seemingly
irrelevant, or otherwise impossible elements (Wamariya and Weil 222–23). A
modern New York museum appears in Europe of the past; real people interact
with fictional characters; ominous, contextless photos accompany hazy prose
(222–23). Sebald’s work encourages Clemantine to examine her reactions to
external stimuli, even the same stimuli in di↵erent contexts, and process why
she reacts in the ways she does (224–26). By assessing her external present and
working backwards, she can create order in a scattered memory (224–26). This
patchwork approach to memory and identity provides a framework for Clemantine to recognize the discrete triggers within others’ work that resonate with her
rather than wholly adopting and transforming their narratives.
On its own, the Sebaldian mindset can still appear appropriative and selfcentering. To reconcile this, Wamariya threads themes of sharing throughout
various chapters of The Girl Who Smiled Beads. When Clemantine was young,
her mother used portions of oranges to teach her the value of sharing (Wamariya
and Weil 176). “We were never to think, This orange is mine. I’m giving you
what’s mine. We were to think, This orange is ours. We’re sharing what’s ours”
(176–77). Clemantine rejects the framework of giving, as it creates hierarchy and
debt (178). When asked about her relationship with the works of Angelou and
Toni Morrison in a West Virginia University Festival of Ideas webinar, Wamariya
emphasizes the importance of honoring the invitation those authors have given
readers (Wamariya). The language of invitation implies that these authors’
words are less like a gift to be consumed, but more like an invitation for a visit,
for sharing of a setting and a story, a coexistence that emphasizes the host’s
agency. There is no expectation of repayment or illusion of a selfless rescue
(Wamariya and Weil 178). A framework of sharing and invitation respects
marginalized creators’ agency and permits dialectical significance rather than a
single appropriative reinterpretation.
To reinforce this point, Clemantine invites this approach to her own work.
She quotes Toni Morrison’s Sula—“My lonely is mine.”—to emphasize her frustration with others’ entitlement to her pain and story (Wamariya and Weil 135).
Nonetheless, she bares herself: “Here is my story. Use it now or later. When you
need it, it’ll be there for you. Maybe someday you’ll be facing a challenge, and
you’ll think of my story. You’ll think of Claire” (240). The emphasis, though,
does not lie on donning her narrative like a costume, but crafting our own.
“Maybe you’ll realize that you need to learn to tell your own [story]. You’ll
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start thinking: How did I come to have my possessions? How did I come to
believe in my God? ” (240) By encouraging readers to engage with her narrative
from that mindful Sebaldian lens, Wamariya creates not only her story, but
provides us a framework for answering that epigraph: “What are the words you
do not yet have? What do you need to say?” (Lorde 41).
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When the Fighting Ceases
Megan Temme
Abstract
The paper focuses on the lasting e↵ects war has on children every day.
Clemantine Wamariya’s story about her time as a refuge of the Rwandan
Genocide as a child really stuck with me. It shows how war does not
simply end with soldiers and ceasefire; the children nearby are forced to
bear the burden of what they witnessed for years after. Children all over
the world experience the pain of war every day but are easily forgotten.

Introduction
The paper focuses on the lasting e↵ects war has on children every day. It uses
a memoir by Clemantine Wamariya about her time as a refuge of the Rwandan
Genocide as a child to show how war does not simply end with soldiers and
ceasefire; the children nearby are forced to bear the burden of what they witnessed for years after. The Post Traumatic Stress they experience later in life
can a↵ect their socialization abilities and their view on society. Witnessing so
many casualties can make them numb to future su↵ering or traumatic events
because for so many years all they saw were those horrors. Throughout Clemantine’s new life in America, she saw the value of education and how it can
help her tell her story, which so many other children share, with the public. She
became able to voice her story of survival and the struggles she faced afterwards
in which she is still recovering.

When the Fighting Ceases
When you think about war, you think about bloodshed. Casualties lining an
open field. Weapons firing from both directions. Briefings on strategies and
intelligence. However, when the fighting ceases, what is left? Perhaps it is just
a dark smudge in history textbooks. What people do not account for during
war are the lasting impacts on people in the surrounding areas, especially on
children, who will carry the memories of these events with them for the rest
of their lives. Clemantine Wamariya and Elizabeth Weil’s memoir The Girl
Who Smiled Beads is a true story about Clemantine’s survival of the Rwandan
Genocide as a young girl. She travelled through several African countries with
her older sister over the course of six years, and eventually made it to America
in hopes of beginning a new life. But she found it difficult to acclimate not only
6

to society, but to the pace of life itself in the United States, considering all she
had witnessed and escaped in her early years. Even after she was safe, with a
new life, the burden of the war she witnessed as a child still followed her around.
Wars have a great e↵ect on children. Even when the act is over, the memory
persists. Scars form on the portion of the brain that is supposed to be filled
with childhood laughs and memories. Darkness remains. This can negatively
impact the rest of a child’s life if he or she has no support system in place, but
with the help and kindness of others, children can be resilient. Children, such
as Clemantine, can overcome this and amount to great things.
Clemantine’s story follows a detailed timeline from 1994 through 2017. The
horrors of war and her past have stuck with her vividly all this time. When
describing life in her first camp, she states, “Within a month, I had built a
shellacked veneer, tough and thin” (Wamariya & Weil, 2018; p. 47). By remembering her experience, especially in her first camp, down to a month at a
time, Clemantine confirms the horrors she faced throughout her life. She was
only six at the time, but she still knew how much time had passed while there–
how much time it took to build a tolerance to this new lifestyle. She became
the “tough” child she needed to be within a month, and that stayed with her.
For many people, memories, especially those from childhood, blend together;
even entire years become jumbled. Clemantine’s memory, however, remained
unwavering through her experience. Later in her journey, after arriving in Zambia, she recalls, “I was new at being alone with both kids but also knew I could
not broadcast my insecurity, so I kept my eyes down. I felt so self-conscious—a
ten-year-old with a toddler and a baby” (Wamariya & Weil, 2018; p. 190).
Here, Clemantine acknowledges that she was “self-conscious” about her age and
situation, but she had to own it to support her sister and family. She had to
take care of what family she had left because nobody else would. Living through
the atrocities of war impacted Clemantine’s mind and burned every detail into
a timeline in her memory.
The trauma Clemantine went through made her appear tough to the outside
world. She became accustomed to the fighting and death she observed repeatedly for many years. For her, death, even on a grand scale, was a part of life.
Having lived in American during 9/11, she, though young, attempted to console
her American Mother by simply stating, “This happens to people everywhere”
(Wamariya & Weil, 2018; p. 57). This day, one of the biggest tragedies in
American history, did not phase her. Her reaction of simply brushing o↵ this
event as something that happens “everywhere” lends to the notion of fear she
felt daily in Africa. Clemantine’s experience near war made her numb to a
terrorist attack that took thousands of lives and changed the idea of ‘safety’ in
America forever.
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Not everything can be repaired. Clemantine, after experiencing war firsthand,
became untrusting. Innocence, once it is taken, may never return. A child who
experiences and lives through war may never live a normal life again. War can
turn people cold and untrusting. It may be hard to ever feel safe again after
witnessing such tragedy.
During and after her time as a refugee, Clemantine struggles to adapt to
everyday social situations. On the first night in her short stay with friends of
Rob in Bujumbura, Clemantine meets other children of a similar age group,
and as they welcome her, she describes her emotions by saying, “I felt so numb,
dissociated. I’d forgotten about casual warmth” (Wamariya & Weil, 2018; p.
76). In these younger age groups, children are often welcoming and eager to
interact and play with others; Clemantine, however, had not experienced this
in years. By describing herself as “dissociated,” Clemantine shows how surreal
this moment was, and after so many hardships, even a simple kindness from
children is unbelievable. In the beginning of her time at Yale, Clemantine tells
of her first few nights spent partying, saying “It was distraction, not connection;
losing, not finding myself” (Wamariya & Weil, 2018; p. 211). Clemantine was
far away from everyone she had ever known, surrounded by strangers who knew
nothing of her story; nobody had her back. She used these parties with total
strangers to make herself believe she was not alone because even as a refugee,
Clemantine had never truly been by herself, she always had her sister. Many
people begin college life by searching for friends and creating bonds, but she did
not want to know these people, she simply wanted to be surrounded by them.
Clemantine had little time for schooling while she was a refugee, only time for
survival. She went through so much but had no knowledge on how to express
her story or feelings. Early into her life in America, Clemantine is introduced
to the book Night by Elie Wiesel, and upon finishing it, she shows the teacher
her copy where she “had underlined or highlighted ten sentences or phrases on
each page” (Wamariya & Weil, 2018; p. 101). “Each page” of this Holocaust
novel holds parts of her own story. These may have been wars in two di↵erent
eras, but the eloquence of Night showed how her story could be told; she was
eager to learn how to tell it. Later into her time at Yale, Clemantine reads
Austerlitz by Sebald about a child living in Belgium during World War II, and
she states, “If I look at [Belgium] from the right perspective, in the right light, it
was pathetic, yellowish, small” (Wamariya & Weil, 2018; p. 224). Belgium was
the country that attacked her home in Rwanda and turned her a refugee, but by
reading a story from the perspective of a child there, during a war, she sees that
Belgium is not as great and powerful as the front it showed her many years ago.
Clemantine almost sympathizes with the “pathetic, yellowish, small” country
that took her home and family because she sees how torn apart it was, like her
own. She sees how war a↵ected Belgium’s children. Through her time looking
at literature, Clemantine finds her voice and her purpose: To tell her story.
She is eager to gain knowledge about other wars and compare her experience to
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others’ in hopes of moving forward.
Clemantine’s story is just one of millions of such stories by children in areas
a↵ected by war. The events she experienced have been burned into her mind for
over a decade, they followed her around, even to America. Her traumas made
her numb to many other tragedies in recent history. Life as a refugee also caused
Clemantine to mature faster than other children her age, causing her to feel like
a misfit and to avoid socialization. Finally, Clemantine missed out on crucial
years of schooling, but was eager to learn not just knowledge, but how to use
it to share her story. Clemantine’s experience of her own survival of war and
genocide in her country of Rwanda from the age of six shows that even when the
fighting ceases, the agony carries on. The costs of war do not simply end with the
dead and injured, they continue to follow children and young adults around for
what could be decades, disguising themselves as nightmares and social deficits.
The e↵ects of war impact every moment and every interaction in the children
in these surrounding area’s lives for the rest of their days. Children who lived
through war may have a hard time coping and adapting without support from
others; it can be easy to turn cold and untrusting of the world.

References
• Wamariya, C., & Weil, E. (2018). The Girl Who Smiled Beads. New
York: Broadway Books.

Author Bio
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honeybee conservation. In the future, Megan plans on becoming a nurse anesthetist.
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The Building of Clemantine: Clemantine’s life
through architecture
Suzanne Imming

Introduction
Whilst looking through all the pictures I have taken while traveling over the
years, took, I found a connection between the buildings I have photographed
and the life of Clemantine Wamariya. Their designs, structures, and presence
mirror aspects of her life that resonated within the photographs I have captured..
Clemantine herself described architecture as a “world of symbolism” (p. 219).
While most buildings and structures simply seem to exist without much care for
appearance or surroundings, architecture and the act of constructing buildings
is a form of art. When I look at buildings, especially museums, I try to see
them as pieces of art that can symbolise conflict or harmonies. They can hold
many di↵erent meanings which can be interpreted in many di↵erent ways that
connect to many di↵erent stories or emotions, as well as the history surrounding
it.. I will give my interpretation of the architecture in relation to the story of
Clemantine Wamariya in The Girl Who Smiled Beads: A Story of War and
What Comes After (2018).

Author Bio
Due to the pandemic forcing the Global Campus Read course to be held online,
Suzanne Imming had the opportunity to attend the course at West Virginia
University. She is regularly enrolled in the BA Global Governance program at
the University of Rome ‘Tor Vergata’, where she is taking a major in Political
Science, Law and History. The current semester will be the sixth and final
semester in Rome after which Suzanne plans to continue with a master. While
born and raised in the Netherlands, she moved for her studies to Italy and
for several months to Denmark. Her passion for travelling has allowed her to
experience di↵erent cultures and armed with a camera, she has been able to
capture the impressions of these countries.
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Museo Ara Pacis

This picture was taken in Museo Ara Pacis in Rome. Ara Pacis is the ancient
altar dedicated to the goddess of peace, Pax. It was inaugurated by Emperor
Augustus, the first Roman emperor. The altar is worn by time and the relief
panels are fragile. Around the altar, the city decided to build a museum. This
led to the building of the structure around it. While the design was heavily
criticized, I like how the modern and light design of the outer building contrasts
the historic altar. The altar of peace, and peace itself, is fragile and needs to
be shielded and protected from the elements of the outside environment.
Clemantine too has these contrasting parts within her. The outside shield
that she shows to the world and that what is still inside her. Her altar is not
one of peace, but of her life, her memories, and her identity. These need to be
protected by her strong and adaptable outer-persona. The outside is ensuring
the inside survives. The structures coexist and cooperate in giving each other
strength.
In order to survive as a refugee, Clemantine needed to put up a strong front. As
she describes, when people assume you are weak and vulnerable, your needs
become inferior to their needs and they will think that they can impose their will
on you. The conditions in the refugee camps were terrible but she could not let it
show that it a↵ected her.
“I tried to stay vigilant about the bugs. I tried to stay clean. I tried to
remember who I was before. I tried not to cry. But there were always bugs
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in my feet, and in my clothes, and in my bed. I worked at pretending that this was
tolerable, that this did not make me feel repulsive (...) I succeeded in projecting
this fantasy to others. When I polished up my armor I could project: I am
Clementine. I am valuable. I am a fighter. I am human. But I could not fool
myself.”
Her inner-persona remained weak and vulnerable. She continued to struggle
with her own self-worth but to the outside world she had put on an armour that
protected this girl inside. Just like the altar, the valuable but vulnerable needed
to be preserved by building a strong structure around it that could withstand
harsh winds and rain.

The Statens Museum for Kunst

The Statens Museum for Kunst (SMK) in Copenhagen consists of two different wings. In the old wing (on the right side in the picture), you can find
all the older masterpieces, including works of Rembrandt, Rubens, and Picasso.
The newer wing (on the left side) contains, mainly Danish, modern art. The
style of the two wings reflects the content displayed inside. Still, the wings are
connected and together form the National Gallery.
The way Clemantine has structured her book is similar. There is a separation
between the newer part, her life after she came to the US, and the older part,
her life as a refugee. Not only through the structure of the book but also in her
head, she has long tried to separate these two di↵erent lives of her. When she
travelled with Yale to Mombasa, Kenia, she did everything to set herself apart
from the local population out of fear.
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“I rebelled and started wearing spaghetti straps. I wore short skirts. I walked
alone. It was dangerous and stupid. I was so scared that the person I’d created
would be lost, that she was already lost. My fears had multiplied. I was scared
that the Yale group would fly home and leave me behind.” (p. 183-184).
She had wanted to prove to herself that she was her American identity, her
new life. She wanted to make a distinction between she who has a lot and those
who have barely anything, as she was part of that group in her ‘old’ life. The
lives she has lived may seem distinct, but they are interwoven. Her life as a
refugee and as an American are not di↵erent but they are the same life, hers.
While the book, just like her life, seems to be split in two, in a similar manner as
the museum, only the whole book shows the whole collection of her memories.
Memories are not linear. Through this book, Clemantine was able to combine
the two lives she has lived, creating one full museum collection of memories and
identities within her own identity. Even though these memories may seem like
they conflict, they must merge in order to create a stable environment, much
like the Statens Museum for Kunst (SMK).

Dokumentationcentrum Reichsparteitagsgeläde

This picture is of the Dokumentationcentrum Reichsparteitagsgeläde in Nuremberg. It is an information centre located in the old, but never finished Congress
hall, built by the NSDAP (National Socialist German Workers’ Party (Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei)Here they held their large party rallies.
In order to inform people about what happened here, a part of the building
is now turned into a museum. The new building was designed by Günther
Domenig. What he constructed is in stark contrast with the old Congress hall.
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Throughout the museum, you see the di↵erence between the two constructions.
Domenig designed it in such a way that it very clearly contrasted the old building and would not honour the architecture of the Nazis. The new building is
aggressively setting itself apart.
In the later parts of Clemantine’s life, you can sense that she is getting angry
and frustrated with how she is perceived. Instead of people pitying her and
saying that she must have struggled so much, she wants people to acknowledge
that, in spite of everything, she is still alive. She has survived and has achieved
many things in her life. She is not a helpless refugee anymore. As she writes
herself about the people who listened to her story, “You have no idea. I shared
one second of my life with you. I’m not the poor kid you think I am.” (p.139)
Both ways of perceiving Clemantine are built on the same foundation, like
the museum is built on and in the old congress hall, but the outcome screams
the want of being distinct. She does not want her story to be used by the entertainment industry for good ratings, the same way Oprah used her story to show
a supposedly happy ending to her viewers, and she does not want to be pitied
because of the horrors she experienced throughout her life. Clemantine did not
deny her refugee past by demolishing that old structure, instead she built another structure distinct from it on the same foundation, like the documentation
centre.

Mont Blanc Mountain Station

Humans are capable of incredible things. An example of this is, like building
a mountain station and a cable car leading there on top of a mountain. It always
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makes me wonder how much e↵ort there must have gone into building it. The
picture is of the mountain station on the Italian side of the Mont Blanc (Monte
Bianco). In awful conditions, in a very harsh environment, they managed to
build something so strong and durable to withstand the environment.
Clemantine also was able to build something in a harsh environment, she
managed to build herself, her identity.. Stone by stone she is building who
she is. She still doesn’t have all the words to describe many of the moments
and atrocities she has experienced. Her body has felt alien and like a burden,
something she just had to carry with her. When going shopping with Mrs Kline
for sandals, she tries to imagine that her feet are those of another person as
hers are her weakness. They have been invested with bugs. Only when they are
not hers, the sandals can look good. However, even when remembering having
been raped, she keeps in mind: “This happened. Men came, seeking to destroy
my body and demolish my future. But I cannot be ruined.”(p.206) She was still
alive. Not even harsh winds or the freezing cold of mountains held her down.
Every awful moment she went through as a child led her to become like the
robust mountain station on top of the mountain. She climbed up and built her
own strong identity, capable of surviving in the harsh environments of her life.

Lantmännen Cerealia

This last picture shows a factory of Lantmännen Cerealia, which produces
largely grain-based products. The factory is located in the middle of the Swedish
city of Malmø, next to the university and a popular food market. However,
despite being a factory, it fits into its surroundings. The silos are painted in
the same colour as the buildings in front of the factory, making them blend in
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with the street view. The factory is still there, visible and present, but there is
a general balance with its surroundings.
In the last chapters of the book, Clemantine starts finding a peace and balance
within her. She starts doing talks around the country to share her experiences
as a child. She has become capable of publicly talking about it. As a reader,
you get the feeling that through writing this book she was able to give her
memories a place in her life. There is a sense of balance and peace with the
past. There are still instances where the balance must still be found, so is her
relationship with her family still estranged. Clemantine writes that “[n]one of
[them] were the same people who’d lived together in that house in Kigali. Those
people had died.” (p. 115) By writing down her story, she could make a logical
and coherent narrative of her life instead of scattered memories in her mind.
During her travels through Europe with her mother, Clemantine saw that her
mother had a story that allowed her to live in peace with what happened and so
she wrote down her own story to find the balance between the multiple lives she
has lived. She is not denying what happened or trying to set herself apart from
it. She has accepted it. The memories and traumas are still there, ever-present,
but it has blended in with all the other parts that make Clemantine who she is.
Just like with the factory in Malmø, the past is still very much there, however,
it is in harmony with everything else.

Conclusion
The life story of Clemantine Wamariya, told in her book The Girl Who Smiled
Beads: A Story of War and What Comes After (2018), mirrors in many ways
the structures we see around us. Her life contains many contrasts, periods and
identities that don’t seem to come together in one whole. Only near the end of
the book do the di↵erent experiences and attitudes of Clemantine melt together.
Similar things can be seen in architecture. Contrasts in structures, materials
and colours can be used to put an emphasis on the di↵erences, but also to bring
the di↵erences in harmony. Just like the buildings in the pictures, Clemantine
has tried to set herself apart from her past, she has put on multiple masks to
shield herself from her environment, but finally, she found peace within herself
and with her past. The di↵erences between the structures of her life have come
together in harmony.
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Digital Story Telling: Clemantine’s Life described
through my lenses
Alex Bobby Thundiyil
Abstract
Throughout this article, using pictures and the text which follows I’ve
tried describing my thoughts on Clementines’ life and her book.
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Introduction
Clementine was born and brought up in an upper middle-class family in Rwanda.
She was contented with her small world which revolved around her family and
friends. Her perfect life began falling into pieces when she had to run away with
her sister leaving behind everything she held dear. The Rwandan genocide had
taken everything from her and the life that followed was filled with torments,
challenges and pain. Throughout my article I have tried to jot down Clementine’s life through the lenses of my thoughts and linking them with pictures.
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Fighting through the storms

A rainy day is often a gloomy day that sucks all forms of happiness making
one want to stay home and do nothing. We often forget that our lives are
numbered and that everyday should be lived to its fullest. The picture above
depicts a normal day at the city centre in the eternal city-Rome. The weather
is so unpredictable that no matter how sunny it may seem it could rain the
very next minute. This however does not stop citizens from going about and
completing their everyday activities. I felt that no other instance could well
describe the life of Clementine as described by this metaphor. Life has never
been easy for the young girl and has certainly played the villain’s role more than
once. Her strong and bold character was what made it possible for Clementine
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to fight her way through all the storms into the beautiful life which awaited her.

A token of victory

A dreadful storm is always followed by the most beautiful sunset as a token
of victory for those who have endured and survived it. It was no di↵erent in the
case of Clementine. Light shed onto her life changing its course for the better
when she managed to leave behind the chains of her refugee life and start a
new one with new memories and experiences. Her early life in Rwanda had
been the eerie silence before the thunderstorm which made her lose her home,
family, and her entire childhood. However, as time passed the storm subsided
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and her miserable refugee life in Africa came to an end as she moved to the
United States with her sister. She was taken in by wonderful people who raised
her as their own.

Set apart

When you are di↵erent from the people surrounding you, you are bound to get
more attention. Clementine, her story, and her life made her di↵erent setting
her apart from all of her friends, newfound family and acquaintances in the
US none of whom experienced life the way she did. This made people want to
know her better. Clementine’s story reminded me of the Vatican museums. The
city of Rome is famous for its history, art and museums; however the Vatican
Museum is always set apart from its other contemporaries due to its priceless
and huge collection of antiques collected from various parts of the world making
it one of the most visited museums in Europe.
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Tastes and flavours
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After months of settling in and integrating oneself with the new community
and society one reaches a point in their journey when they finally adapt to the
culture, the food, and the people. It is indeed quite difficult to get accustomed
to a place which is on the other side of the world you grew up in and I bet it
would have been even harder for Clementine as a child who spend most of her
childhood as a refugee. However, over time things are bound to get better. Her
experience reminds me of myself, an Indian student studying in Italy. Things
seemed hard at the beginning but I managed to blend in with the Italian culture
and the tradition over time. One of the many things I had to get adjusted was
to the food. I feel that it would have been the same for Clementine or maybe
even harder for the young girl as the tastes and flavours she grew up eating
as a child would have been totally di↵erent from the American cuisine she was
introduced to later. (The picture shows a kind of Roman food I had the chance
to try when I was in a restaurant in Rome. The picture consists of a starter of
arancini followed by the first plate, mains and a dessert).

Pieces of identity

As I moved on in life I discovered that despite what one may say, there
is always a piece of identity of oneself which could be traced back to your
homeland no matter how weak your memory is or how much its influence on
you has changed over time. This piece of identity which links us could be
thoughts, emotions, food or culture. Clementine in her book talks of several
instances when she would often recall her earlier life in Rwanda. Even though
she felt more American than ever they were still a few characteristics in her
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which could be traced to her origins. A certain example would be my love for
my city’s food. Even though Italian cuisine has stimulated my tastebuds with
its enchanting dishes I still recall the mouth-watering Kerala cuisine which I
have missed ever since I left home. (The picture shows the food I last ate at a
local restaurant in my hometown. You find the local bread called porotta, beef
ullarthiyath which is a special kind of beef fry made using the exotic flavours
of spices found in the state, a certain kind of rice and last but not least fish
marinated with spices and other local flavours cooked in banana leaves).

Conclusion
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This concludes my story. The last picture reminds me of how at the end of the
day, no matter what has happened or where you are, there is that one moment
in life when you sit back and introspect thinking about how your life has been,
is, and how it will turn out to be. I believe that Clementine’s introspection of
her life could be her inspiration for writing this book. Her experience is truly
something that should be known to all.
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